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Abstract Novel genetic algorithm (GA)-based strategies, specifically aimed at multimodal optimization problems, have been developed by hybridizing the GA with alternative optimization heuristics, and used for the search of a maximal number of minimum energy conformations (geometries) of complex molecules (conformational sampling). Intramolecular energy, the targeted function, describes a very complex nonlinear response hypersurface in the phase space of structural degrees of freedom. These are the torsional angles controlling the relative rotation of fragments connected by covalent bonds. The energy surface of cyclodextrine, a macrocyclic sugar molecule with N = 65 degrees of freedom served as model system for testing and tuning the herein proposed multimodal optimization strategies. The success of GAs is known to depend on the peculiar hypotheses used to simulate Darwinian evolution. Therefore, the conformational sampling GA (CSGA) was designed such as to allow an extensive control on the evolution process by means of tunable parameters, some being classical GA controls (population size, mutation frequency, etc.), while others control the herein designed population diversity management tools or the frequencies of calls to the alternative heuristics. They form a large set of operational parameters, and a (genetic) metaoptimization procedure was used to search for parameter configurations maximizing the efficiency of the CSGA process. The specific impact of disabling a given hybridizing heurisB. Parent UMR 8117, Institut de Biologie de Lille, 1, rue Calmette 59019 Lille CEDEX, France B. Parent Institut Supérieur d’Electronique et du Numérique 41, Boulevard Vauban, 59000 Lille CEDEX, France D. Horvath (B) UMR 8576 - CNRS, Université des Sciences & Technologies de Lille, Cité Scientifique - Bât. C9 59655 Villeneuve d’Ascq, France E-mail: [email protected] A. Kökösy LAGIS - UMR 8146, 59650 Villeneuve d’Ascq, France



tics was estimated relatively to the default sampling behavior (with all the implemented heuristics on). Optimal sampling performance was obtained with a GA featuring a built-in tabu search mechanism, a “Lamarckian” (gradient-based) optimization tool, and, most notably, a “directed mutations” engine (a torsional angle driving procedure generating chromosomes that radically differ from their parents but have good chances to be “fit”, unlike offspring from spontaneous mutations). “Biasing” heuristics, implementing some more elaborated random draw distribution laws instead of the ‘flat’ default rule for torsional angle value picking, were at best unconvincing or outright harmful. Naive Bayesian analysis was employed in order to estimated the impact of the operational parameters on the CSGA success. The study emphasized the importance of proper tuning of the CSGA. The meta-optimization procedure implicitly ensures the management, in the context of an evolving operational parameterization, of the repeated GA runs that are absolutely mandatory for the reproducibility of the sampling of such vast phase spaces. Therefore, it should not be only seen as a tuning tool, but as the strategy for actual problem solving, essentially advocating a parallel exploration of problem space and parameter space. Keywords Genetic algorithms · Multimodal optimization · Hybrid optimization techniques · Island model · Algorithm performance tuning · Molecular modeling, conformational sampling Abbreviations GA Genetic algorithm · CSGA Conformational sampling GA · µGA Meta-GA (used for parameter setup optimization) · µF Meta-fitness score (target function of the µGA) a measure of success of conformational sampling 1 Introduction The study of complex (multi-dimensional and highly non-linear) functions, and, in particular, the search of their optima, has always been a major challenge in science and engineering. The study of such systems is, of course, directly
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motivated by the fact that life itself is extraordinarily complex. Conformational sampling [14,24], e.g. predicting on hand of computational techniques how (bio)molecules “fold” [3,29,39] in a given solvent, is a problem of physical chemistry with a potentially high importance for theoretical biology and drug design. According to Boltzmann’s distribution, the probability for a molecule to adopt a state of energy E, at a temperature T , is proportional to exp(−E/kB T ) where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. A “state”, in the above sense, would be fully defined by the set of 3 Natoms atomic coordinates. Here, however, the torsional angles around bonds that allow the free rotation of interconnected fragments are used as the actual degrees of freedom [37]. All the populated lowenergy states, not only the absolute energy minimum, need to be discovered (multimodal optimization), as they are potential contributors to the experimentally measurable “average” molecular properties. Intramolecular potential energy is typically calculated according to some empirical molecular force field [16], based on an estimation of the different interactions between the atoms of the molecule. Structure determination of biomolecules requires input of experimental constraints derived from measured nuclear Overhauser effects (NOE) or X-ray diffraction density maps [2]. The rugged energy landscape is thus turned into a funnel-like hypersurface with a clear-cut minimum representing conformers that fulfill these constraints. Other attempts to “ease” the problem solving involve the use rotamer libraries [33] enumerating the experimentally most often encountered torsional states. This paper primarily focuses on the algorithmic aspects of exploring a molecular energy surface, like the one of cyclodextrine, chosen as benchmark in this work. The “success” of the sampling procedures will be assessed with respect to the deepness and number of independent minima of the energy surface found at given computational effort. Different categories of stochastic algorithms inspired by statistical physics have already been used for conformational sampling, notably molecular dynamics [20] and simulated annealing [39]. However, their ability to visit relevant minima highly depends on the initial conditions, given the difficulty to cross the high potential barriers present in the energy landscapes. Other sampling heuristics deal with a pool of solutions called individuals or particles: sequential Monte Carlo sampling [5,8], and the “ant paradigm” [39] based on the recruitment of individuals (“ants”) in interesting areas of the search space thanks to a temporary memory (“pheromones”). A powerful problem space exploration strategy, the genetic algorithm (GA) [1,19,26,32], simulates a Darwinian evolution process in order to achieve convergence of an initial random population of solutions towards an optimum of the response surface. Innovative strategies like elitism, parallelization, similarity filtering (to simulate food sharing) [40] have been added to the “core” GA [13]. GAs have already been used [4] for conformational sampling. However, the classical GA methodology suffers from a series of defaults with respect to certain peculiarities of the conformational



sampling problem. A goal of this work is to suggest further improvements, mainly based on “hybridizations” of the classical GA with other optimization techniques, as follows: • Adapted probability distributions for the random draw of torsion angle values: Classical GAs typically use “flat” random distributions to initialize the variables of the first, random population. In conformational sampling, each torsional angle value would therefore be equiprobably given a value between 0◦ and 359◦ . However, torsional angle values triggering extremely unfavorable local interactions (between the atoms directly bound to the heads of the torsional axis) are, except for highly strained ring systems, rarely seen in optimal molecular folds. Rather than waiting for the Darwinian selection process to eradicate such unfit genes from the “gene pool”, two alternative “biasing” strategies of the torsion value random draw were assessed here: the “local strain” strategy favors the draw of values minimizing the local interaction strain, while the “tradition-based” approach prioritarily draws values observed in previously sampled, stable conformers. • Tabu search: GAs were typically employed to quickly find a reasonable solution rather than the global optimum of a problem. Although GAs generate whole populations of solutions, they were rarely used for actual multimodal optimization, and their ability to find several different optima was not carefully assessed. Classical GAs may revisit previously found optima and therefore waste computational resources. In order to avoid this, the introduction of a “tabu” search mechanism [11,12] ensuring a self-avoiding walk in problem space has been attempted. • Lamarckian optimization: Due to the peculiar nature of the potential energy function, including a “hard” atom– atom repulsion term depending on the inverse of the twelfth power of interatomic distance [16], a chromosome coding a near-optimal conformer with a slightly misplaced terminal fragment may score an energy largely above the level of typical “unfolded” structures. Waiting for a random mutation to “fix” the problematic detail is not a good strategy, as the “almost correct” solution may not pass the next selection step. The obvious choice is to let it glide to the closest energy optimum, following the gradient. To keep up the analogy with evolutionary theories, such a move may be viewed as a “Lamarckian” process, where the individual “learns” from its environment, improves itself and then “back-copies” the acquired knowledge into its genome. • Directed mutations: Random mutations are a key element of natural evolution, although a notoriously ineffective one, as most such changes are highly detrimental. Likewise, a random change of a torsion in a stable conformer will rather lead to an impossible arrangement with overlapping atoms than to a more stable geometry. Rotations of fragments around their axes typically occur in a concerted manner, following the minimal resistance path between two local optima. It is therefore more realistic
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to allow all other degrees of freedom to freely readjust while the “mutated” torsion is forced towards its newly imposed value. This is the classical principle of flexible “torsion angle driving” [9] in molecular mechanics. Its use in the context of a GA-driven approach as a source of high-fitness “mutants” is however original. The central topic of this paper is thus the search of the best ways to combine or “hybridize” a GA-based approach with other optimization heuristics, in order to obtain a tool capable of efficient exploration of rugged energy landscapes of molecules. Conformational sampling has herein been used as a problem generator [6] for studying the behavior of the GA. The choice of the optimal modus operandi of this hybrid GA is not trivial, as all the previously introduced hybridizationrelated issues require some tuning, in addition to the choice of “classical” GA parameters (population size, mutation frequency, parallelization controls, chromosome migration frequency, etc.). As the tunable parameter space is vast, a meta-genetic algorithm (µGA) was used to explore it, in search of the optimal parameterization of the conformational sampling procedure. The “conformational sampling genetic algorithm” (CSGA), operates as a multimodal optimizer in torsion angle space, and its measure of “success” serves as fitness function for the µGA, mining the CSGA parameter space for optimal operational setups of the CSGA (Fig. 1). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the first part of the Methods section depicts the implementation of the CSGA with a precise description of each parameter and each hybridizing heuristic, as well as the sampling success criterion used as “meta-Fitness” score by the µGA. The second part presents the setups of computational experiments aimed at assessing the specific impact of the key heuristics embedded in the CSGA, followed by Results, Discussions and Conclusions.



2 Methods



ring. Otherwise, a ring will appear as a rigid body to the torsion detection routine. Intracyclic torsional axes are assigned a weight of 1.0, since they control the proper closure of ring systems. A chromosome will be “expressed” by a geometry buildup routine: using a “template” that can be any molecular geometry with correct bond length and valence angle values, the routine will, in turn, rotate the fragments around each axis i by an amount needed to set the corresponding torsional angle to the value θi at the locus i of the chromosome. This generates a set of 3Natoms Cartesian coordinates completely characterizing the molecular fold (conformer) coded by a given chromosome. The fitness of the individuals is defined as the opposite of the intramolecular energy E tot : low-energy conformers are fittest. Energy is computed according to the consistent valence force field (CVFF) [16], completed with an implicit solvent effect term [21], as a sum of interatomic contributions that depend on the geometry returned at the “chromosome expression” step. The energy expression is detailed in Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), while graphically depicts the internal coordinates that correspond to each of the bond stretching Vbond (l), angle bending Vang (φ), torsional Vtors (θ ) and nonbonded potentials Vnb (d) (see Fig. 2). The internal coordinate values labeled by a “0” superscript stand for chemical context-dependent parameters (chosen in function of the nature of the atoms of each bond b, angle a or torsion t) and represent the “nominal” bond lengths, valence angle values, etc. Except for the point charges Q i of the atoms i, intervening in the Coulomb and desolvation energies, the remaining variables are force field parameters controlling the intensity of the modeled interactions, most of them being dependent on the natures of the involved atoms. They will not be detailed here. The functional form in 1/d 2 of the Coulomb potential is due to assuming a linear increase of the dielectric constant in function of the distance between the involved atoms.    E tot = Vb (lb ) + Va (φa ) + Vt (φt ) bonds b



2.1 Description of the conformational sampling genetic algorithm
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angles a



torsions t



Vnb (di j )



(1)



non−bonded atom pairs i, j



2.1.1 Data encoding A chromosome encodes the list of the torsional angles of the molecule in degrees (as integers between 0 and 359). Torsional axis detection is automatic. Each torsional angle i (e.g. chromosome locus i) is assigned a weighing factor coding the expected impact of the rotation around that axis on the molecular conformation. Weighing factors wi are thus chosen to linearly increase with the size of the moving fragment (for efficiency, the smaller end of each rotatable bond is submitted to a rotation procedure around the bond axis). They reach a maximum of 1.0 for all torsional axes coupled to fragments of size 50 atoms or more. In order to allow the sampling of cyclic conformers, the user needs to specify a ring edge to be formally “broken”, allowing its ends to move away from each other upon rotation around other axes of the



 2 Vb (lb ) = K b lb − lb0  2 Va (φa ) = K a φa − φa0    Vt (θt ) = K t 1 − cos n t θt − θt0 Qi Q j Ai j Bi j Vnb (di j ) = 12 − 6 + K Coulomb 2 di j di j di j +K Desolv



Q i2 + Q 2j di4j



(2) (3) (4)



(5)



In torsion angle space, bond lengths and valence angles are constant and need not to be calculated except for userdefined bonds in cyclic systems, which need to be declared as “broken” in order to allow independent rotations of the intracyclic torsional axes. For these bonds, the harmonic Vb
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Fig. 1 Coding of the molecular structure as “chromosomes” in a GA: each chromosome locus contains a torsion angle value associated to a rotatable bond in the structure. The two structures correspond to two chromosomes differing with respect to a single locus i, which means that the corresponding molecular fragment is offset by a rotation of |θi − θi | around the pointed torsional axis.



Torsion



Bond length contribution



Angle flexion



Non-bonded interactions: Van der Waals and Coulomb Fig. 2 Different types of energy contributions involved in the overall Hamiltonian of a conformer



terms as well as the Va contributions of all the valence angles involving such bonds, must be included in the energy calculation in order to ensure that the ring will be closed such that the “loose” ends are set at a the expected distance l 0 . While the number of covalent bonds in a molecule scales linearly with size, the number of non-bonded atom pairs scales as O(N2 ). These interactions absorb most of the computer effort in energy evaluation. However, contributions of remote atom pairs are typically neglected: in the present work Vnb are explicitly estimated only if di j < 10 Å. 2.1.2 Population initialization A GA starts from a random population of chromosomes, where the values assigned to each locus are drawn, according to a flat probability rule, out of the associated pool of options. Here, this “flat strategy” would amount to initialize each locus



(torsion) with a random value between 0◦ and 359◦ . However, chemists know that torsional angles often adopt instances minimizing the local strain between the atoms directly bound to both ends of the torsional axis (that stereochemists call “staggered” conformers [23]). Of course, local strain is acceptable if it serves to relax the global tensions in the molecule. However, in practice – except for tensioned rings – strong local strain is rarely the price to pay in order to reach global stabilization. In the modeling community, rotamer libraries [33] are often used to cut down the size of search space by letting torsional angles only adopt values that were experimentally encountered in related compounds. The herein introduced “local strain” biasing strategy uses the calculated local strain energy −E loc (θi ), the sum of interactions between vicinal atoms directly bond to the torsion axis heads, to evaluate, at an empirical temperature T , the Boltzmann factor exp[−E loc (θi )/kB T ]. If the molecular
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Hamiltonian would consist of a simple sum of these local contributions, then the probability distribution of each torsional angle would be simply proportional to the corresponding Boltzmann factor. Using the Boltzmann distribution per se is not a good idea, because it might totally block higher local energy configurations from being drawn. Therefore, the following expression is used to calculate the “local strain” probability p loc (θi ) of setting torsion i to a value θi :   1 + Nbias exp −E loc (θi )/kB T loc   (6) p (θi ) =   1 + Nbias exp −E loc (θi )/kB T all states i



Nbias is a variable allowed to randomly change within the range (3,10) whenever the pace of progress towards fitter solutions decreases (see the “control” paragraph). When initializing a chromosome, there will be a three to tenfold increase in probability to “draw” a torsion angle value corresponding to minimal local strain than one causing strong local clashes. An alternative strategy investigated here will be further on referred to as the “tradition-based” biasing strategy, relying on the analysis of the pool of conformers already generated at a given moment of the sampling process, in order to extract the torsion angle values that are preferentially adopted in the fittest solutions currently available. Assuming that, at a given moment of the sampling process, j = 1, . . . , Nvis previously j visited chromosomes χi of energies E j are available. The “tradition-based” probabilities p trad (θi ) of setting the torsion i at θi are related to the sum of the Boltzmann factors of all the previously generated conformers in which θi has been seen to occur: 



   Nvis j exp −E j /kB T δ χ = θ i j=1 i (7) p trad (θi ) =    Nvis j j=1 exp −E /kB T where the δ function in Eq. (7) returns 1 when its Boolean argument is true and 0 otherwise. Because of this risk of premature discarding of large zones of the problem space (torsional values not appearing in either of the most stable conformations will never be drawn), the strategy was always used in conjunction with the “local strain” technique and only within one of the parallel runs (islands; see Sect. 2.1.3 below). Obviously, initial CSGA runs that cannot benefit from the knowledge of any previously sampled conformers may not apply this strategy. 2.1.3 Population Both the population size Npop and the number Nisl of parallel runs (islands) to be launched are customizable parameters of a simulation. Currently, the initial population is formed by the Npop fittest chromosomes out of a pool of 104 randomly generated individuals, according to the torsion probability distribution in use. It is worth noting that the current approach also supports the “seeding” of the initial, random population with chromosomes obtained from previous runs (details follow in Sect. 2.1.9).



Occasional migrations [35,40] of the momentarily fittest individuals are allowed, with a parameter Nmig controlling migration frequency. In CSGA, an island exports its fittest individual if the following conditions are simultaneously fulfilled: • The fitness of this individual is strictly superior to the largest between the one of the previously exported “emigrant” and the one of the here so far best imported “immigrant”. This directive ensures that an individual will be exported only once, thus avoiding the spread of multiple redundant copies of a same chromosome throughout various islands. • At least Nmig generations have passed since the latest emigration event from this island. • There is at least one of the active parallel runs for which there is no immigrant awaiting to be accepted (stored in a temporary file, an emigrant is waiting to be read by the run it has been addressed to, after which its file is deleted and the run gets ready to accept another). Immigrant input in a CSGA run is immediately followed by reproduction, so that imported chromosomes that are unfit with respect to the host population and would not make it through the selection process have one chance to participate in crossovers with “indigenous” chromosomes. 2.1.4 Reproduction This algorithm uses both crossovers and mutations in order to generate offspring. First, the Npop members of a current population are regrouped into Npairs ≤ Npop /2 parent couples. The fittest “free” individual (not yet assigned to a couple) randomly “picks” a partner out of the remaining unpaired chromosomes. Its “choice” may be rejected if the partner chromosome fails to display significant differences with respect to at least two loci coding important torsional angles (with assigned weights above 0.8). In case of rejection, a maximum of 20 other random picks are allowed until a valid couple is formed. Otherwise, the individual is discarded from sexual reproduction. Only a parameterizable crossover rate f mate of the valid Npairs couples are actually allowed to generate offspring. Crossovers are generated by randomly picking, for each couple, one out of the eligible crossover loci ensuring that offspring will be different form either of the parents. The decision to apply one- or two-point crossovers is random and the options are equiprobable. The tunable mutation rate f mut controls the frequency of one-point mutations implying a random change of a single torsion value, according to the probability distributions currently in use for the selected torsion. 2.1.5 Selection mechanism The extended population following the reproduction step is filtered according to two alternative selection mechanisms • The default procedure sorts all individuals by decreasing fitness. Starting with the fittest, similarity filtering sets
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the next individual of the set as a reference. Less fit conformers are discarded if they are “too similar” (according to a geometric fingerprint-based similarity score [22], not detailed here) to the reference (similarity score > σmax , an adaptive similarity threshold value). This feature simulates the process of “food sharing” [35]. The first Npop non-redundant conformers kept by the procedure will form the next generation. If less than Npop pass the similarity filtering, random chromosomes will be added. In this scenario, both parents and their children may pass to the next generation if they are dissimilar enough and fit enough. • The “child-against-parent” competition specifically replaces the parents by their offspring if the fittest child outperforms the fittest parent. Similarity filtering proceeds as outlined before. As either children or parents make it into the next generation, this procedure favors solution diversity and slows down convergence. It is invoked instead of the default selection, once every (tunable) Nc−p generations. Since the interdiction of coexistence of related chromosomes may significantly slow down convergence, σmax is steadily adapted to the current status of the population. In the beginning (random population), σmax is set to a tunable, userdefined similarity control Smax . As long as evolution proceeds at a reasonable pace (in the sense that the best-so-far energy is seen to decrease at least once every k generations), σmax is kept at its current level. If, however, evolution appears to stall, the tolerated similarity is gradually increased, which may in turn relaunch the finding of fitter solutions. The number k of generations used to control the requested pace of evolution has been related to the parameter Nnonew controlling the overall tolerance of the process with respect to stalling evolution, as described further in Sect. 2.1.8 : k = Nnonew /3.



further submitted, with a tunable probability pL , to a conjugated gradient optimization in torsional angle space. The torsion values at the found local minimum replace (after folding back to the range [0, 359] and rounding to the closest integer) the ancient contents of the chromosome. • Directed mutations (“Explorers”): An important constraint term K (θι − θtarget )2 is added to the molecular energy function, forcing the driven torsion θ to evolve towards θtarget . A conjugated gradient optimization of this modified potential allows all the other degrees of freedom j  = i to find the optimal arrangement compatible with the constraint θi = θtarget . Once this point is found, the constraint term is removed and the structure reoptimized. If θtarget is very different from the ancient value of that torsion, it is unlikely that reoptimization will move back to the initial geometry. This approach is therefore a source of diversity, like random mutations, but the resulting conformers are much more likely to pass selection due to their low energy. However, the procedure is quite time consuming and would cause serious disruption of the evolutionary loop if run within the islands of the CSGA. Therefore, it has been programmed under the form of stand-alone “explorer” processes, that are started by a CSGA run, provided that no other such explorer is already running (there may be at most one “explorer” for Nisl CSGA islands at any time). The explorer process is provided with the chromosome of the momentarily fittest individual and a torsion to be driven, randomly picked within the list of important torsions (weight > 0.9). It proceeds in four cycles, “pushing” the driven torsion away from its initial value by 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ and 180◦ . At the end of each cycle, the resulting individual is transferred to any of the active CSGA islands by means of the migration mechanism.



2.1.6 Tabu mechanism



2.1.8 Population management and convergence control



A CSGA run maintains a “tabu list” featuring the chromosomes sampled by previous runs, and continuously updated with new ones generated by the run itself, as described in Sect. 2.1.8. Prior to fitness evaluation, the tabu list is checked for entries matching the current chromosome, if none of the important torsions (with weights above 0.9) differ by more than min (tunable) degrees. If so, the procedure assigns an arbitrarily high energy to this redundant chromosome, triggering its demise.



An “aging” parameter Amax specifies the maximal number of generations for which a chromosome may be kept in a population, to be thereafter replaced by a random chromosome (see aged genetic algorithm [25]). The progress of evolution is monitored in terms of decreasing energies of the top five ranked individuals. If evolution stagnates for a too long time (no fitness improvement among the top five during a parameterizable Nnonew generations), the whole population is removed and replaced by random chromosomes, while the fittest member of the population is added to the “tabu” list (see Sect 2.1.6) in order to avoid its rediscovery. In case of such a population reset, the adaptive similarity threshold σmax is once again set to its extreme value Smax . A parameterizable number Nelit of fittest individuals are preserved from deletion and aging (see elitism [40]). In the current implementation, Nelit may be either 0 or 1. However, these “immortal” individuals are always subjected to the “child-against-parent” selection rule: their direct offspring may not coexist with them in a same population, in order to avoid a premature convergence.



2.1.7 Hybridization with deterministic optimization heuristics: Lamarckism and Directed Mutations (Explorers) As already mentioned in Introduction section, two wellknown problems encountered in force field-based molecular simulations were specifically addressed by adding the following heuristics to the GA engine: • Lamarckism [27]: Whenever crossovers or mutations generate a new “best-so-far” chromosome, this may be
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Fig. 3 Global conformational sampling scheme, featuring the triplicate CSGA runs embedded into the meta-optimization loop



Finally, the global ending condition for each island is double: either • the total number of generations exceeds a global limit Ngen , or • the best energy reached so far did not, in spite of several population reset attempts, progress by more than 0.5 kcal during the last Nwait generations. In the current implementation, Ngen has been set to a very high value of 105 generations, so that the tunable Nwait parameter is actually controlling the ending of runs. 2.1.9 Triplicate runs: increasing the reproducibility of the CSGA Given the stochastic nature of GAs, the final outcome of a sampling process (at given tunable parameter values) may strongly differ from run to run. In order to enhance reproducibility, runs are repeated thrice before proceeding with



the analysis of the set of found conformers (Fig. 3). In this “block” of three successive runs, each run inherits “tabus” and “tradition” from the pool of previously sampled diverse solutions. After completion, the newly sampled chromosomes are post-processed, e.g. merged with the old set and subjected to diversity filtering. A same similarity threshold Smax = 0.8 is used in post-process filtering, no matter what current value had been employed during the runs (two solution pools issued from differently parameterized runs may therefore be directly compared). While tabu searching is expected to increase solution diversity, the steady increase of forbidden areas in the problem space may eventually impede on the convergence of the procedure. Therefore, the third run in the series “seeds” its initial population with the best chromosomes found by the two predecessors, and allows their further evolution in a tabu-free environment (min is set to 0, overriding user choice). As this run is meant to ensure a complete
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Table 1 Operational parameters of the CSGA and the pool of possible values defining the problem space of the µGA Parameter



Possible values



Description



Nisl Nmig Ngen Nwait Nnonew Npop Nelit Amax f mut f mate Nc−p Smax min pL



2, 3, 4 5, 10, 25, 50 99999 500, 800, 1000 50, 75, 100 50, 100, 150, 200 0, 1 10, 102 , 103 , 104 1, 10% 40, 70, 100% 1, 2, 5, 10 75, 80, 85, 90% 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 0.1, 0.3, 0.5



Number of ’islands’ (parallel runs) Migration period Maximum number of generations to go (constant) Number of successive generations of stalled evolution triggering termination of the run Number of generations without progress triggering population reset Population size Number of fittest individuals exempted from aging and population reset Maximum age of individuals (generations) Mutation rate Crossover rate “Child-against-parent” selection frequency (once every Nc−p generations) Maximum similarity allowed throughout the population Tabu avoidance threshold. Probability of submitting a new “best-so-far” individual to “Lamarckian” conjugated gradient optimization



optimization of potentially suboptimal chromosomes, a strict termination criterion of Nwait = 2, 000 is set to override the user choice for this parameter. Each island is a running copy of the CSGA executable in a dedicated directory, complied and executed on a Silicon Graphics 4-processor R12K at 360 MHz under IRIX 6.5. The CSGA and Explorer codes have been written in FORTRAN 77. A migrations directory serves as temporary storage for exchanged chromosome files, which are deleted after lecture by the target island. A layer of tcsh scripts is in charge of starting the runs after creating the execution directories. At termination, each CSGA island fires off a child post-processing script, which will die if other islands are still active. The child of the last active island will eventually proceed with the analysis, merging and diversity-filtering of the solutions files storing the chromosomes visited by each island. Then, the next triplicate run will be launched, or, if this had been the last of the three, control is passed back to the µGA loop.



minima of the energy landscape. The quality of a CSGA simulation thus cannot be measured by the classical ‘best-so-far’ index [28,34] • In order to reduce stochasticity, µF will be evaluated on hand of the conformer ensemble produced by a Triplicate run. • Eventually, µF is also a matter of computer time: out of two CSGA runs yielding conformer samples of a same quality, the faster should be preferred. The above demands are met by Eq. (8), which is a linear combination of the free energy −kB T ln(Z ) of the set of n diverse conformers of energies E i obtained by the current triplicate run and an empirical time penalty factor. The partition function Z of the conformer family is the sum of the conformer Boltzmann factors, at T = 300 K and kB = 2 cal/(mol K), with energies in kcal/mol.   



n  Ei µF = − −kB T exp − − α × CPUtime . (8) kB T i=1



2.2 Optimization of the tunable parameters of the CSGA: the Meta-GA Loop GAs are known [15] to be very sensitive to the choice of their control parameters (Table 1). The best parameter setup could in principle be derived on hand of a purely analytical description of the GA (using Markov chains, or infinite population models) [7,31] and experimental analysis of its behavior [36]. This is however unlikely to succeed, given the complexity of the herein reported approach. The other option is to tackle this meta-optimization problem with appropriated methods for maximization of a noise-affected objective function, the “success score” of the CSGA run. Such methods may include auto-adaptation, fuzzy learning [18], or GAs [15]. The latter option, a µGA used to maximize the performance of the CSGA multimodal optimization tool has been adopted here. The success score of the CSGA in function of its operational parameters (the “meta-fitness” function µF) needs to embody three key aspects: • The first one is the multimodal aspect of the task of the CSGA: finding as many as possible of the relevant



The CPU time above is taken √ as the sum of run times of each processor, divided by Nisl in order to favor setups with higher levels of parallelization. The mixing factor α = 1.4 × 10−4 implies that a run that consumes two more “effective” hours is favored in terms of µF only if it succeeds to decrease the free energy of the conformer family by more than 1 kcal/mol. Given the importance of the computer effort required for a single evaluation of µF (hours–days), meta-optimization is limited in terms of the total number of parameter configurations that can be explored. A basic µGA methodology has been used: starting from a set of ten random “meta-chromosomes” (complete sets of operational parameters), ten new individuals are generated, issued, in 15% of the cases, from single point mutations, and from cross-overs for the remaining 85% (here, cross-overs add a single “child” to the population, issued from two randomly selected parents). A history file of already visited parameterization schemes is kept, in order to ensure a self-avoiding walk. Selection is solely based on the µF score. The meta-optimization software consists of a series of tcsh (UNIX shell) scripts relying
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on awk (pattern processing tool under UNIX) programs for the management of the parameter chromosomes. 2.3 The global conformational sampling scheme Figure 3 shows the overall conformational sampling strategy, including the µGA-layer that fires off triplicate runs over the network, using the steadily evolving parameter sets coded by meta-chromosomes. The pool of conformers issued by a triplicate run is used to estimate the µF of the current operational parameter set, before being merged with the global conformer depository containing all the diverse (Smax = 0.8) conformers within +20 kcal/mol of excess with respect to the global best-so-far energy. If four successive triplicate runs fail to add any new members to the global depository, the conformational sampling procedure of the molecule terminates. In order to avoid confusion, in the following the term “simulation” will be used to refer to the whole µGA-driven sampling scheme as described here. 2.4 Assessing the impact of the described strategies on the conformational sampling results A rapid evaluation of the impact of meta-optimization has been done on hand of several small organic molecules, which were alternatively subjected to (a) ten different (triplicate) CSGA runs with randomly chosen operational parameters, then (b) subjected to the global µGA-driven simulations as outlined above and (c) resubmitted to ten triplicate CSGA runs using the top ten operational parameter setups found by the meta-optimizer. Individual CSGA runs performed at steps (a) and (c) were “ab initio” runs and were not provided with any information concerning previously sampled conformers, in order to ensure that their performances are comparable. In order to understand the impact of the original strategies introduced here, a benchmark problem has been comparatively submitted to various CSGA versions, alternatively enabling and disabling each strategy under study. The chosen system was cyclodextrine (Fig. 4), a macrocyclic sugar composed of six glucose rings. All the rings were opened to sampling, which leads to a problem with 65 degrees of freedom. The algorithm needs to properly close each six-membered ring and the macrocycle formed by the latter. The following series of simulations were performed (using a same random set of ten parameter sets as initial meta-population): • “Default” simulations: the global sampling scheme (all strategies enabled). • “No Tabu” simulations: the “tabu” strategy has been switched off. • “No Explorer” simulations: “Explorer” processes were disabled. • “No Tradition” simulations: disallow tradition-based bias (use only the “local strain” strategy to initialize random chromosomes). • “Flat distribution” simulations: uses a flat probability density.



Four independent “default” simulations and three of each of the above noted variants have been performed. 2.5 Bayesian analysis of the choice of parameters on the performances of the CSGA Bayesian learning [41] has been employed in order to discriminate, in the space of operational parameters, between the “good” and the “bad” CSGA runs. By estimating the probability of obtaining a “good” or a “bad” result upon setting a given parameter to a specified value, this approach provides a first estimation of the role of each CSGA control. The “Learn Good from Bad” toolbox of the Pipeline Pilot software [30] has been employed to mine for correlations between operational parameter values and the µF. For each strategy, the typically 90–120 parameter meta-chromosomes visited during the repeated simulations were sorted with respect to their µF, with the top 10% being considered “good” and the remaining “bad”. A similar analysis has been conducted for the entire set of visited parameter chromosomes, all strategies confounded. 3 Results and discussion It has been shown [17] that a combinatorial optimization problem over a broad class of functions is NP-hard. For the class of deterministic functions f : {0, 1} L → Z , that can be computed in polynomial time, the problem to know whether there exists a point p such that f ( p) < λ (at given λ) is NPcomplete. The conclusion of this study is that the theoretical or experimental analysis of GA behavior cannot be performed regardless to the type of functions being optimized. Figure 5 illustrates the importance of searching for appropriate operational CSGA parameters. For each of the ten triplicate CSGA runs with random parameters (right side boxes) and the runs using the best ten setups visited by the µGA (left side boxes, respectively), free energies of the conformer sets issued from each run in the triplicates were calculated. The plots report the averages and variances of free energies over each triplicate CSGA run and clearly show that triplicates realized with randomly chosen setups may encounter serious difficulties with respect to both convergence and reproducibility. The tuning of CSGA setup is therefore of paramount importance and a GA is a well-suited tool for meta-optimization. Although other approaches, such as experimental design, might be well suited for such a task, the complexity of the problem is prohibiting an in-depth search for the best-suited meta-optimization tool. Further results presented in this work are therefore restricted to the peculiar problem of the closure of the cyclodextrine ring system. This is a difficult problem for classical conformational sampling techniques such as molecular dynamics [20] because of the steepness of the potential wells due to the covalent ring closure constraints. Acyclic compounds, with extended low energy wells covering large phase space zones, allow for an easy discovery of many low-energy geometries, while raising a challenge of different nature: the
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Fig. 4 The cyclodextrine molecule, shown without hydrogens. Dashes mark the bonds that were “broken” in order to open the ring systems for sampling



slightly deeper energy wells that are actually populated at room temperature may never be discovered within a reasonable simulation time. This work offers no insight about what the optimal parameter set for the sampling of such molecules may look like. Due to the expectedly huge number of lowenergy conformers, the simulation of an acyclic compound similar in size to cyclodextrine would have taken much longer to complete and would have therefore been a poor benchmark problem. 3.1 General discussion of the success of the different strategies In spite of repeated runs, results are affected by important fluctuations: A first observation based on Fig. 6, displaying the lowest energy levels versus the number of relevant minima obtained by each simulation, is the heavily stochastic



nature of the results. The four different “default” simulations converged, in spite of triplicate repeats, to significantly different energy levels. The best minimum found by the less successful simulation is at +6 kcal/mol from the global best of this strategy. Moreover, two of the default simulations finished after having visited only four different local minima, while the two others managed to find 14 and 20, respectively. This is a consequence of the meta-optimization termination condition (four successive CSGA runs failing to enrich the pool of solutions with new, relevant visited minima). The probability of encountering such an “unlucky” series of “unproductive” CSGA simulations at early stages of metaoptimization appears to be intolerably high with the “default” strategy. The best-found minima actually correspond to the experimentally determined structure of cyclodextrine. Each six-membered ring has been set in the proper “chair” conformation, and a strain-free closure of the macrocycle
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Fig. 5 Averages and variances of free energies for triplicate of CSGA runs with both a polycyclic molecule and a small linear peptide. The right side boxes are obtained with random parameterization whereas left side boxes show the same results with the ten best setups encountered so far. It can be seen from this that both convergence and reproducibility can be improved by the parameter choices
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Fig. 6 Plot of the lowest energies reached by the different simulation strategies with respect to the number of found diverse minima



has been realized. The best minima found by each strategy all actually feature the correct ring geometry, they (and their energies) differ only because of different arrangements of the rotatable –OH and –CH2 OH groups that “ornate” the ring system (and for which no experimental determination of their exact position is possible, since they are rapidly spinning in a molecule at room temperature). “Explorers” are essential for effective conformational sampling: In absence of this directed mutation strategy, two



of three simulations (squares in Fig. 6) failed to reach the bottom of the energy well by several tens of kilocalories per mole. Also, the total numbers of visited optima is limited in all three “No Explorer” runs. Directed mutations are therefore beneficial both in terms of energy decrease and population diversity increase. The implementation of torsional angle driving as an “intelligent” mutation strategy within a GA appears to be very useful. Its principle, a constraintdriven deterministic optimization of the objective function,
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Fig. 7 Dependence of the quality of sampling (expressed as a free energy −kB T ln Z ) with respect to the total computer effort required by the strategy



may be generally applicable to other classes of problems outside the field of molecular modeling. In the current software, the effort-sharing between parent GA and child “explorer” processes is roughly controlled by the number of islands. As a single “explorer” may run at a time, the more GA islands are active, the (relatively) less computer effort is allocated for exploration. A search for more flexible management schemes of explorer processes has therefore been envisaged. Setting of tabus increases population diversity, but slows down convergence: The three “No Tabus” simulations (plotted with triangles in Fig. 6) can be seen to lead to populations of few, but quite fit solutions. This is expectable within a fitness landscape with few sharp peaks. Simulations of flexible molecules with “flat” energy zones may need to be pursued for much longer until the risk of revisiting becomes tangible. The recurrent visiting of the same energy wells in the “No Tabus” strategies allowed for more chances to locally optimize the low-weight torsions controlling the arrangement of smaller molecular fragments. Tabus are imposed with respect to high-weight degrees of freedom controlling the overall molecular fold. For each fold, there are many possible arrangements of the side groups with respect to the central elements. There are however no guarantees that, between the first emergence of a fold and the adding of this fold to the tabu list, the algorithm had enough time to search through all these arrangements and find the optimal one (even though the third run of each triplicate is specifically dedicated to this purpose; see Methods). Once a tabu is set, it will effectively prohibit the algorithm to continue searching for better side group arrangements around a fold, since all conformations based on that fold are “forbidden”. Therefore, the final conformer list in a tabu-based strategy may include geometries with suboptimal side group arrangements and higher energy. The “tradition-based” strategy is the main trigger of premature convergence: Fig. 6 clearly shows that the two most successful strategies, returning a significant number of diverse minima and low energies, are the two approaches that do not rely on the torsion values in previously found solutions when defining the probability rules for the draw of random torsional angle values. Although only one of the Nisl islands applies “tradition-based” biasing, herein generated chromosomes are quite likely to be fitter than the ones of the



other runs. The migration mechanism ensures their effective spread over the other islands, and the presence of “unnaturally” fit solutions at too early stages of evolution triggers long waiting times until the next improvement of the locally fittest individual, with the risk of premature fulfillment of stopping criteria. Tradition-based biasing may also clash with the tabu strategy: as the former encourages the reuse of previously seen torsional values, it implicitly increases the risk of regenerating tabu folds. The herein performed simulations do not evidence any significant advantages of the “local strain-based” biasing strategy (depicted with stars) with respect to the “flat” strategy (circles). This is not surprising, since ring closure constraints, not taken into consideration by either of the biasing strategies, largely determine the torsional values that are allowed around intracyclic axes. Local strain-based biasing may still play a key role in modeling linear, flexible compounds. The quality of the results of a simulation is roughly correlated with its total computer effort. As shown in Fig. 7, the free energies −kB T ln Z computed on hand of the final global set of diverse conformers generated by each simulation are roughly related to the sum of effective CPU times of all the triplicate runs performed within the simulation. Longer simulations tend to yield better results, applied strategies notwithstanding. With the notable exception of the two failed “No Explorer” simulations, the data points are slightly correlated (R 2 = 0.31). It can be concluded that none of the employed strategies has a direct impact on the rate at which the phase space of the problem is explored, nor on the expected number of generations needed to “discover” a fit solution, but rather control the risk of premature termination due to stagnation.



3.2 Statistical analysis of the operational parameters Naive Bayesian learning is able to evidence loose dependencies between variables and observables even for noisy data sets, as is the case here. “Events” (e.g. a parameter pi adopting a given value Vi j out of the j = 1, . . . , m i eligible options) seen to occur within the subset of “good” examples with a frequency above the random expectation are considered to “favor” the obtaining of a good result (e.g. the value
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adopted by the parameter was “correct”). Oppositely, values rarely seen to occur within the chromosomes of the top 10% best CSGA runs are “bad”. The used software returns, for each event ( pi = Vi j ) a positive or negative empirical “probability score” P( pi = Vi j ) stating how “correct” or how “wrong” the choice of Vi j has been for pi . P( pi = Vi j ) ≈ 0 means that setting pi to Vi j neither improves nor decreases the chances of success of the CSGA. It is important to note that the sample of data points µF = µF( p1 , p2 , . . . , pi ) submitted to the Bayesian analysis represent the output of an evolutionary program and are not randomly distributed in parameter phase space. Favorable phase space zones should be more densely populated, as the metaoptimization process selects offspring similar to the parents (unlike the CSGA, the µGA uses no dissimilarity enforcement). Convergence of the µGA towards a consensus zone in parameter space should trigger high probability scores associated to the corresponding parameter values. However, like in natural evolution, irrelevant features (“junk DNA”) are also inherited, so that it cannot be excluded to see a fortuitous “pseudo-convergence” of irrelevant parameters towards a given value which gained the upper hand simply for been carried by a “winning” chromosome. Also, the success of a triplicate CSGA run is, strictly speaking, not only a function of its operational parameters but also of the previously found solutions entering as tabus that block out whole conformational space regions and implicitly impact on the way in which the CSGA conducts the search for new optima. In other words, the µF landscape evolves as well during the meta-optimization process [18], which may further slow down the convergence of the optimal parameter search. In spite of the potential bias of the above-cited phenomena on the observed parameter-µF correlations, many of the trends evidenced by the Bayesian analysis do make sense and will be discussed further on, after rescaling, within each of the comparative plots, the probability score of the most impacting event to ±1.0. Quick convergence of the meta-optimization process has been observed with the “No Explorers” and “No Tabus” strategies. Figure 8 locates the top 10% most successful CSGA runs of four different strategies, highlighted as triangles in the plane of the first two principal components (PC) [10] of the parameter space. Within the “No Explorers” strategy, all successful runs are found in the vicinity of the x-axis (PC2 ≈ 0), with a marked cluster at the center of the plot, clearly evidencing a high degree of relatedness of the underlying operational parameter configurations. This is not surprising, as only one of the three simulations managed to find any low energy conformations: all the successful CSGA runs are indeed based on related parameter chromosomes issued from a same evolutionary process. By contrast, the “No Tabus” successes represent runs from all the three simulations. The degree of interrelatedness of the underlying parameter configurations is less well marked than in the previous case, but nevertheless real: virtually all



the points are grouped in the upper part of the plot (PC2 > 0). Different meta-runs of the “No Tabus” strategy convergently led to similar choices of operational parameters. The metaoptimization of the “No Tabus” CSGA appears to be the fastest to reproducibly converge. This may be related to the previously noted fact that the addition of tabus is actively modifying the µF landscape. While the successes of the “Default” approach show some weak tendency towards higher PC1 values, the ones of the remaining strategies do not display any noticeable clustering behavior (as exemplified by the last of the four plots). It might therefore be concluded that the “No Explorers”, “No Tabus” and to a lesser extent the “Default” strategies are more sensitive with respect to the parameter choice than the others. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that the latter strategies are also the ones for which the Bayesian learning tool consistently found quite strong correlations between parameter choices and success rate. Bigger populations are a better guarantee of success, as can be seen from the Bayesian analysis of all parameter chromosomes, all strategies confounded, in Fig. 9. It is obvious to expect better sampling with larger populations; however, the required computer effort is seen to scale linearly with population size as well. Therefore, the choice of α in Eq. (8) eventually controls whether meta-evolution favors shorter, but less productive runs rather than longer ones, with better chances to find deeper energy wells. The aging parameter Amax appears to play an important role within the “No Explorers” and “No Tabus” strategies only (Fig. 10). The former is the one with the most difficulties to converge and therefore tends to maintain the statusquo of the population rather than risking the insertion of new random and unfit chromosomes. Deleting chromosomes after ten generations is certainly a bad choice within this strategy. The apparent inappropriateness of the choice Amax = 1, 000 is puzzling. On the contrary, the “No Tabus” strategy would gain from often “refreshment” of chromosomes: low Amax values do indeed stand out as favorable. A frequent use of Lamarckian optimization ( f L = 0.3– 0.5) is in general recommended, although this parameter plays a role only within the “No Explorers” and “No Tabus” strategies (Fig. 11). Lamarckian optimization is systematically used by the Explorer processes. When these are disabled, gradient-based optimization within the CSGA is expected to gain in importance, as the only source of fully optimized individuals. This is indeed being observed: success of the No Explorers protocol is significantly correlated with an often usage of the Lamarck optimizer. By contrast, extensive use of Lamarck optimization appears to be detrimental within the “No Tabus” strategy, probably because it favors revisiting minima (the deterministic optimizer acts as an attractor of diverse conformations towards a common local minimum). Random mutations are being favored throughout all strategies: out of the two choices available for the random mutation frequency f mut , 1 or 10%, the latter is being systematically preferred (plots not shown).
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Fig. 8 Most successful CSGA runs of four strategies located in a principal component plot of parameter space
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Fig. 9 Relative probability of success with respect to chosen population size, all strategies confounded



Fig. 10 Relative probability of success with respect to maximal age (in generations) within the “No Explorers” and “No Tabus” strategies



The tolerated stagnation of evolution before triggering a population reinitialization should not exceed 75 generations, in all the studied strategies. This tendency is, as expected, strongest within the “No Tabus” strategy, the most demanding for sources of population diversity. Consensually, a high level of chromosome migration between islands appears to be optimal. Emigration of a new solution from its “native” island is permitted only once every Nmig generations: out of the four options of 5, 10, 25 and 50, Nmig = 10 has been designed as the optimal choice, all strategies confounded. The frequency of use of the “child-against-parent” selection rule only matters within the “No Explorers” and “No Tabus” strategies. In both latter cases, the Bayesian



probability scores suggest that this selection rule should be completely abandoned. This is surprising in the “No Tabus” context, as the rule was supposed to enhance population diversity. Imposing a strict similarity control parameter Smax within the populations is good policy. In virtually all strategies, the tolerated degree similarity between two conformers that are allowed to coexist in a population should be set below 75%, as this initial strict setup is being gradually relaxed in response to stalling evolution. The only exception is seen with the “No Explorers” strategy. Eventually, a slight but consistent tendency in favor of elitism can be evidenced. No clear impact of the other tunable parameters of the CSGA could be established.
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Fig. 11 Relative probability of success with respect to the frequency of use of Lamarckian optimization within the CSGAs in the “No Explorers” and “No Tabus” strategies



4 Conclusions A GA-based conformational sampling procedure has been successfully used to search for relevant energy minima of a complex organic molecule, cyclodextrine. Specifically designed to handle multimodal optimization problems with about 100 degrees of freedom, the approach owns much of its success to its “hybridization” with other optimization strategies. Notably, the policy of “directed mutations (Explorers)” turned out to be extremely important for efficient discovery of low energy conformers. The mechanisms used to manage population diversity, and notably the “tabu search” employed in order to avoid revisiting of known optima appeared to be of paramount importance for ensuring the retrieval of various diverse local minima of the energy surface. Setting a “tabu” in the phase space neighborhood of a sampled conformation may involve the risk of blocking out some slightly deeper neighboring local minima corresponding to different arrangements of the small terminal moieties of the molecule. However, the benefit of the enforcement of non-redundant sampling is definitely more important than this drawback. In the specific molecule under study, replacement of the flat torsional value probability distribution with more sophisticated working hypotheses, aimed at returning the supposedly “correct” torsional values at higher rates, proved inconclusive. Biasing the random number generator in favor of torsional angle values that correspond to minimal local repulsions between vicinal atoms did not bring any clear advantage. The bias of torsional angle values in favor of values adopted in the previously sampled stable conformers proved to be, however, a cause for premature convergence of the sampling process and should be used with more restraint or fully abandoned. Given the important number of operational parameter that control the CSGA, the genetic meta-optimization procedure proved extremely helpful in searching for reasonable



parameter setup configurations. In a GA, a delicate balance needs to be kept between, on one hand, maintaining population diversity and, on the other, allowing for the convergence of this population towards a pool of related (sub)optimal chromosomes. For example, in the “No Tabus” strategy, which misses a key element acting in favor of population diversity, the fine-tuning provided by the meta-optimization procedure tried to compensate the “handicap” and empowered other diversity-enhancing mechanisms (lowering the maximal chromosome age, favoring population reinitialization by lowering the stagnation tolerance). This illustrates how important parameter tuning is for an effective use of genetic algorithms. Due to the stochastic nature of genetic algorithms, the reproducibility of their results cannot be taken for granted, even if specific efforts were undertaken in this sense (triplicate rather than single runs being used as a basis for measuring the sampling success). The systematic repeat of triplicate runs triggered by the meta-optimization loop ensured that all the simulations eventually discovered the correct overall geometry of cyclodextrine, although the found solutions diverge with respect to the orientations predicted for the flexible rotatable substituents of the rings. However, flexible compounds with large “flat” energy wells in phase space may be much less easy to sample in a reproducible way. As the optimal CSGA setups depend on the nature of the potential surface to be sampled, the specific conclusions and setups that were successful with cyclodextrine cannot be assumed to automatically apply to other molecules. In our opinion, the need to specifically tune a GA with respect to each new problem is general. Tuning cannot happen before the problem is solved, and therefore meta-optimization should not be regarded as a preliminary to problem-solving, but as the way to problem solving, that adjusts the tuning of the core GA on hand of the “experience” from previous trials.
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